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Bulgarian was the first "Slavic" language attested in writing. As Slavic linguistic unity lasted into late antiquity,
the oldest manuscripts initially referred to this language was as Ñ•Ð·Ñ‹ÐºÑŠ Ñ•Ð»Ð¾Ð²Ñ•Ð½ÑŒÑ•ÐºÑŠ,
"the Slavic language".
Bulgarian language - Wikipedia
a: The 2011 census figure was 5,664,624. The question on ethnicity was voluntary and 10% of the population
did not declare any ethnicity, thus the figure is considered an underestimation. Ethnic Bulgarians are
estimated at around 6 million, 85% of the population.
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PÄ•lialphabetusedinthisdictionary: a Ä• i Ä« u Å« eo(Å‹)á¹• kkhgghn cchjjh Ã± á¹- á¹-h á¸• á¸•h á¹‡ tthddhn
pphbbhm yrl á¸· vsh Velthuisscheme(usedinquickjump):
ThePaliTextSociety's Pali-English Dictionary - Lirs
Free online Dictionaries; All Free Dictionaries project: A very large number of online and downloadable free
dictionaries. AllWords.com: Specify a word in English, Dutch, French, Italian or Spanish, and translate it
simultaneously into Dutch, French, English, Italian and Spanish.
Free online dictionaries and language utilities - Freebyte
Hyphenation: dicâ€§tionâ€§ary Noun []. dictionary (plural dictionaries) . A reference work with a list of words
from one or more languages, normally ordered alphabetically, explaining each word's meaning, and
sometimes containing information on its etymology, pronunciation, usage, translations, and other data.
dictionary - Wiktionary
1526, HerballË• Against cough and scarceness of breath caused of cold take the drink that it hath been
sodden in with Liquorice[,] or that the powder hath been sodden in with dry figs[,] for the same the electuary
called dyacalamentum is good[,] and it is made thus.
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